Image stitching refers to the process of combining multiple images of the same scene to produce a single highresolution image, known as panorama stitching. The aim of this paper is to produce a high-quality stitched panorama image with less computation time. This is achieved by proposing four combinations of algorithms. First combination includes FAST corner detector, Brute Force K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) and Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC). Second combination includes FAST, Brute Force (KNN) and Progressive Sample Consensus (PROSAC). Third combination includes ORB, Brute Force (KNN) and RANSAC. Fourth combination contains ORB, Brute Force (KNN) and PROSAC. Next, each combination involves a calculation of Transformation Matrix. The results demonstrated that the fourth combination produced a panoramic image with the highest performance and better quality compared to other combinations. The processing time is reduced by 67% for the third combination and by 68% for the fourth combination compared to stat-of-the-art.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE STUDY of panoramic imaging is one of the advanced research topics in the field of computer vision, graphics and image processing [1] . Panorama Stitching is defined when two or more images of the same scene are taken by rotating a camera about its axis. As a result of this process a wider panorama image is created by overlapping the common contents of each component image [2] . In 1997, Szelinski and Shum defined creating a larger panorama image as the integration and overlapping the common contents of two or more images of the same scene by rotating the camera about its axis. In 2017, Wand et al. defined panorama stitching as taking multiple images with an overlapping area and stitching them together into a single wide image [3] [4] . In 2015, Heekyeong Jeon et al. classified the panorama stitching process as the three core steps of detecting features, matching them, and stitching [2] . Early panorama images were created by sliding a slit-shaped aperture across a photographic film. The digital approach of today extracts thin, vertical strips of pixels from the frames of a sequence captured by a translating video camera. The resulting image is considered as multi-viewpoint (or multi-perspective), because different strips of the image are captured from multiple viewpoints [4] . Strip panoramas are created from a translating camera with many variants, such as "pushbroom panoramas" [5] , "adaptive manifolds" [6] , and "x-slit" images [7] . Contrary to the hardware-based approach, many researchers have explored the multi-perspective renderings of 3D models [8] [9] . Yu and McMillan presented a model that describes a multi-perspective camera [10] . Panoramic image stitching is used in a variety of environment, including gaming, virtual reality, virtual museums, and map applications [11] . Microsoft Research, for example, is spending on research projects featuring panorama stitching techniques, and many algorithms are designed to efficiently facilitating the creation of panoramic images through stitching [12] [13] .
II. BACKGROUND
Most researchers classify panorama stitching as either a direct technique or a feature-based technique [11] [14] . The direct technique compares pixel to pixel between images and the feature-based technique compares all features within each image [14] . This paper applies the feature-based technique as it is more advanced, faster, and flexible when compared to the direct technique. Producing a panorama stitching for two or more images of the same object is divided into three steps. First, the process discovers the points of interest between several images (the keypoints) and extract vector features around each of these points of interest (the descriptors). Second, identifies the matching lines between several images using the extracted features after that match the correct features and remove incorrect features. Third, find the transformation matrix that satisfies matching with the other keypoints, and use this transformation to align the two images before merging. Panorama stitching is considered through two perspectives. The first is camera rotation, where images are acquired with the camera positioned at the same point while being rotated to provide multiple views of the same object. The second perspective is camera translation, where the camera is not fixed at the same position but is moved through a linear translation to capture the second image. This paper focuses on the second prospective where two images are taken for the same scene and with a slight linear displacement.
Consider a car moving towards an intersection with a large building on the corner obstructing its view. If an image is taken from a point ahead of its current position and stitched with another image at its current position, such that the integrated image shows the two overlapped as a semi-transparent view, then this image can enable drivers to have a partial view of the scene behind the building. This work helps to create a vision effect around the image, Figure 1 , graphically explains this scenario. The first camera (Camera 1) captures one image of Fig. 1 : The panorama stitching problem illustrated building 1, which is shown as a red square. The blue square is the image captured from the second camera (Camera 2) that captures part of building 1 and part of building 2. The green rectangle represents the overlapping area between the two images and the blue area behind the green rectangle is the portion obscured by the building. This paper employs seven techniques, which are combined into four hybrid models, as shown in Figure 2 , to create panoramic images. The four (3) ORB, Brute Force (KNN) and RAN SAC; (4) ORB, Brute Force (KNN) and P ROSAC. Then each combination is followed by the calculation of a Transformation Matrix. The results of these models are compared to the model proposed in [2] . Basically, the model in [2] utilized ORB, Hamming distance, P ROSAC and the Transformation Matrix to produce a stitched image. This model will be referred to as the fifth combination here. Next sections will discuss the seven implemented techniques.
A. FAST
The F AST technique is a high-speed corner detector method [15] defined by having a pixel A surrounded by a sufficient quantity of neighborhood pixels with a different grayscale value. In this scenario, the pixel A is recognized as a F AST corner and applies to grayscale images. The F AST neighborhood must contain enough pixels with values greater than, less than or similar to that of pixel A. We choose an arbitrary pixel as the center to establish a circular area, to be considered as the pixel point's neighborhood [16] . As shown in Figure 3 , a discrete circle of radius 3 with pixel p as the central pixel has neighborhood pixels labeled 1 to 16. If pixel 16 has sequential n pixels that satisfy the equation [16] 
then, we consider p as a candidate feature point, t is a given threshold value, I x is the gray value of the sequential n pixel, and I p is the gray value of pixel p, [17] . For features extraction and descriptors computation in the first and second hybrid combinations based on using F AST , the Binary Robust Invariant Scalable Keypoints (BRISK) algorithm is incorporated, [23] , because F AST can only detect corner features but dose not compute the descriptors. Therefore, this paper uses BRISK descriptor with F AST keypoints.
B. BRISK
BRISK is a binary descriptor that calculate the weighted Gaussian average over selected points near the keypoint [23] . For specific pairs of Gaussian windows BRISK compare values that could be either a 1 or a 0 depending on which window in pair was greater [23] . BRISK descriptor applies the sampling pattern around the keypoints [23] . The sampling pattern rotated α angle around the keypoint k. The α is calculated by [23] :
where g x and g y are the gradients sum. The bit vector descriptor d k is collected by execute for all point pairs the short distance intensity comparisons [23] .
such as every bit b corresponds to:
where I(p ∝ i , σ i ) is gray intensity after rotated α angle around the keypoint k and S is gray intensity for the short distance 294 PROCEEDINGS OF THE FEDCSIS. LEIPZIG, 2019 pairs set. At the end, BRISK uses a deterministic sampling pattern introduce a uniform sampling-point density [23] .
C. ORB
The ORB technique is based on improved F AST and the Binary Robust Independent Elementary Features BRIEF feature detector techniques to extract points of interest by using a binary string [18] . Since F AST and BRIEF process quickly, the ORB will also be fast [15] . While the F AST technique is not sensitive to noise and is highly reliable for identifying feature points, it does not provide an orientation. However, ORB incorporates orientation into F AST with the oF AST algorithm. The BRIEF approach finds descriptors around each feature point by using a binary coding method [19] , which is simple and requires less memory compared to SIF T and SU RF [19] . Consider p is a smoothed image patch defined on the size of S * S (Where S contains the coordinates of pixels) round feature points and a binary random selected test defined as τ ,
where P (x) is the pixel intensity at the x = (u, v) T point [3] [20] [16] . After filtering is performed, a set of points can uniquely identify one binary detection τ [16] . Therefore, the features defined as a vector of n binary strings is the same as, 
where p and q ∈ {0, 1} is binary selector for x and y direction and (x, y) is the position of the F AST feature point. The circular neighborhood radians are r, x, y ∈ [−r, r] [21] [22] , and the moment is reordered (centroid) as C [3] [20] [22] , such that C = m10 m00 , m01 m00 .
When assuming a center vector O to the centroid oc, then the offset is defined as
[3][20] [16] . Therefore, ORB extracts the BRIEF descriptor based on the direction performed by Equation 6. The random ORB uses a greedy algorithm to find the random pixel block with low correlation and vector length equal to a 256bit feature descriptor named BRIEF , [16] , for which some previous research used a different type of test, such as the Gaussian distribution [3] .
D. K-Nearest Neighbor
One image matching algorithm is KN N that take a set of query points Q and set of references point R [24] . Then, check for each query point q ∈ Q, compute distance between q and all r ∈ R, sort the computed distance in list [24] . Finally, select K nearest reference points corresponding to k smallest distance [24] . A threshold ratio value is then checked to determine if it is a good matching point, which requires the process to loop until at least four matches are found to compute the Homography [25] . This paper uses the Brute Force matcher, a simple version of the KN N , to match the descriptors of the images.
E. RANSAC
RAN SAC is a robust technique used to estimate the Homography and remove outlier points randomly from images to provide good matches [11] and increase quality [2] . RAN SAC randomly select a set of data required to calculate a mathematical model of data parameters [26] [16] . Then, with an effective random sample [16] , RAN SAC uses a small number of points to estimate the model and check if it agrees with the remaining points by calculating their distance to the fitted model. RAN SAC can be performed N times until a subset of the image is found with a good matching relationship [11] .
F. PROSAC
The P ROSAC technique is used to remove outliers points progressively from images to obtain good matching results [26] . This algorithm performs the same steps as RAN SAC gradually and not randomly, which reduces the required operation time and the number of repetition when the sufficient process of verification is completed [2] . Two problems need to be addressed in P ROSAC, first is the growth function [26] ,
which is defined as the set U n of n (where U is set of features) arranged progressively and sampled after trials t are selected [19] . Second, P ROSAC like RAN SAC provides guarantees about the stopping criterion for the optimal solution, which must be found [26] .
G. Transformation Matrix
The transformation matrix defines x in an image B with x ′ as the final panorama image for calculating a new position of pixels [27] 
where x is a new position of pixels in image B, x ′ is a position of pixels in the final panorama,∼ finds the similarity up to scale, and H is a 3 × 3 matrix that can be calculated using the Direct Linear Transform algorithm [27] 
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where points x and x ′ are defined as [27] x
where x i , y i is the keypoint position and w i is set to 1. The final equation after subsequent transformation [27] becomes:
Two linearly independent equations. In addition, this can be written as [27] :
We add two question on matrix A for each pair of points.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The machine used in this work is Windows 10 with 64bit operating system. The application uses two cameras with 1373 × 2382 image resolution to capture sets of images for testing the panorama stitching algorithms. The experiments are performed using 15 different scenes, each with two captured images. Contrast Differences is used to evaluate the quality of the four hybrid combinations to determine if the stitched images are seamless as the seam is considered poor when it is visible.
A. Contrast Differences
Contrast differences are the variances in luminance between neighboring pixels that make them distinguishable [28] . In this paper, the differences in the contrast value between the stitched images and the original image check the quality of the four stitched images. Equation 17 shows the image contrast calculation I ′ k , where I k is the image in the vertical direction, is determined by:
for 1 ≤ i < H and 1 ≤ j ≤ L . To evaluate the quality between the original and the four stitched images, the area of the original image and the four stitched images is divided [28] as illustrated in Figure 4 with the stitched image I k,k+1 and the two halves of the overlapping area from the original images A and B and t v is the horizontal translation. The left half of the overlapping area is mainly contributed by the left half of the stitched image from A ′ . The right half of overlapping area is mainly contributed by the right half of the stitched image from B ′ . So, the contrast values of A and B are subtracted from contrast values of A ′ and B ′ to calculate the contrast difference values. The performance measures d A and d B for the A and B regions are then calculated as [28] . 
where the L and H are the width and height of the images, respectively [28] . Beside using Contrast Differences, this paper use Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (P SN R) and Root Mean Square Error (RM SE) to evaluate quality by calculating the error rate. 1) Mean Squared Error (M SE).
where N is number of pixels, x and y are signals, the error signal e i = x i − y i is differences between two signal [29] . 2) Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR).
where L = 2 8 − 1 = 255 for an 8-bit per pixel image [29] . High value of PSNR means better quality and less noise. 3) Root Mean Square Error (RMSE).
RM SE(I, J) = M SE(I, J)
Where I,J are two image matrices [29] . Figures 5 and 6 show two images for one building from different angle, referred to as Data 0. Figures 7 and 8 show two images captured for same scene, referred to as Data 1. Figures 9, 10, 11 and 12 show the stitched images for the first, second, third and Fourth combinations of Data 1, respectively. Figures 13, 14, 15 and 16 show the stitched images for the first, second, third and Fourth combinations of Data 1, respectively. Two images of the same building were taken from two different angles as shown in Data 0 and Data 1.
scenes. The fifth combination refers to the method proposed in [2] , as mentioned earlier. In Figure 17 (a), it is clear that the processing time of third and fourth combination take minimum time to process stitched panorama images. From Figure 17 (b) and Figure 17 (c) it is apparent that the fourth combination produce better result on most P SN R and RM SE. Table I shows the number of keypoints and matching points from testing Data 0. Table II shows the number of keypoints and matching points from testing Data 1. Table III show the first and second hybrid combinations results for 10 data (i.e. scenes) that contains two set of images with image resolution of 1373 × 2382. Table IV show the third and fourth hybrid combination results for 10 data. Table V show the fifth hybrid combination results for 10 data.
IV. DISCUSSION
This paper provided four different combinations that used for panorama stitching and compared their output images based on processing time and quality. The third model reduced the processing time by 67% for the ORB, Brute Force (KNN), RAN SAC, and Transformation Matrix compared to the fifth model, [2] , that used ORB, Hamming distance, P ROSAC, and the Transformation Matrix. The proposed fourth model reduced the processing time by 68% for the ORB, Brute Force (KNN), P ROSAC, and Transformation Matrix compared to the fifth model, [2] . The fourth model that used ORB, Brute Force (KNN), P ROSAC, and Transformation Matrix is shown better performance and quality results compared to other combinations. In particular, using ORB, Brute Force (KNN), P ROSAC, and Transformation Matrix in the fourth model is shown better results of P SN R and RM SE compared to other combinations, as illustrated in Tables III, IV  and V. Table I and Table II are showing the results for two different scenes that are referred to as Data 0 and Data 1.
The four hybrid combinations are compared with regard to detector/descriptor type, where the F AST technique is used 
